Having a Say at School
Research Briefing Paper 3: The Adult Advisor 1 to Pupil Councils
Summary
The Having a Say at School (HASAS) research project
has produced the first large-scale evidence about pupil
councils throughout Scotland, including primary,
secondary, special and independent schools. Pupil
councils (also referred to as school or student councils)
are by far the most common formal mechanism for
involving children and young people in school-wide
decision-making about school life. Most of them were
set up since 2000. The research was conducted between
2007-2009 jointly by Children in Scotland (the
national umbrella organisation for the children’s sector
across Scotland) and the University of Edinburgh
(Centre for Research on Families and Relationships).
Briefing Paper 3 focuses on the adults who perform the
role of advisors, supporters or facilitators to pupil
councils. It reflects the views of pupil council members
and of the research team, as well as adult advisors
themselves. These views are derived from information:
a survey of every Scottish local authority and analysis of
their policies on pupil councils; a school survey of pupil
councils and of school staff members responsible for
pupil councils (sent to a stratified random sample of
Scottish primary schools and a census of al secondary,
special and independent schools); and case studies in
six diverse schools.
More than 1000 survey responses were received. Since
each pupil council completed only one survey (to
which as many as a dozen students may have
contributed) the data represents the views of several

thousand students. Other information and briefing
papers are available at www.havingasayatschool.org.uk

Headline findings
1. The success of most pupil councils is notably
dependent upon the pivotal role of the adult advisor
and/or how the adult advisor perceives the council and
treats individual council members.
2. In the great majority of schools, one staff member
works directly with the pupil council. Headteachers
may be this adult advisor (especially in smaller primary
schools) or may be involved in other ways with the
pupil council. Teachers who are not the designated
adult advisor rarely attend pupil council meetings.
3. Usually the adult advisor is a senior staff member
within the school: headteachers, deputy headteachers or
other senior teachers. Rarely are youth or community
education workers involved with pupil councils
(5.3%).
4. If headteachers play this role, or routinely attend
pupil council meetings, then there is a closed feedback
loop with pupil councils. It makes it more likely that
pupil councils receive immediate decisions and
explanations; but, it sometimes results in councils
being more controlled by the headteacher.
5. If headteachers do not act as the adult advisor, or
participate regularly in pupil council meetings, then
pupil councils may feel more free to form and advocate
for their own agenda. However, it also means that
councils have more circuitous routes to senior
management and its decision-making. This can leave
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The term ‘adult advisor’ is used because, while most adults working with pupil councils are teachers, other non-teaching
school staff sometimes play this role.
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pupils unsure about what has happened to their
requests and why.
6. Adult advisors take on this role for divergent
reasons: it was assigned to them because of their
seniority or remit; they volunteered; or they ”fell into
it”. Most adult advisors receive no special training for
this role and do not feel they receive career recognition
for their work with pupil councils.
7. Just over half of all pupil council members -- and
eight out of ten primary school council members -think an adult should be present at pupil council
meetings. Adults are seen as being better than fellow
students at keeping order during meetings; helping
pupils focus on issues; and passing on information to
staff colleagues.

8. According to pupil council members, the adult
advisor’s roles include: organiser, facilitator and
information conduit to and from council meetings.
Pupil council members are frequently very positive
about the adult advisor’s approach; especially when
they are supportive and encouraging, rather than
domineering.
9. Adult advisors who view pupil council
members as competent tend to believe in
pupils’ abilities to run the council, regardless of
pupils’ ages or disabilities.

Introduction
‘Having a Say at School’ provides evidence on pupil councils throughout Scotland - across primary,
secondary, special and independent schools – based upon the most comprehensive research ever
undertaken about this form of pupil participation in Scottish schools.
This project (2006-2009) had five research objectives:
1. Provide a detailed mapping of current pupil
councils in Scotland, and the local government/school
infrastructure surrounding these councils;
2. Offer well-grounded information on the
effectiveness of councils, from the perspectives of adults
involved and, critically, of children and young people
themselves;
3. Identify the factors that facilitate and support
effective pupil councils, i.e. 'what works?';
4. Explore how pupil councils fit within the broader
context of children and young people’s participation at
school; and,
5. Investigate who is excluded and included by pupil
councils and, when possible, to discern why.
It is hoped this research project’s findings will become
widely known and used to improve pupil councils
throughout Scotland. In addition to standard

reporting, a comic book was developed to share the key
lessons from Having at Say at School directly with
students. Copies were sent to all Scottish schools. Visit
the HASAS website, www.havingasayatschool.org.uk
for more information.

What is a pupil council?
No official definition of a pupil (or school or student)
council exists across the UK. The official Welsh
website on school councils provides one common
understanding of this term:
“A school council is a representative group of pupils
elected by their peers to discuss matters about their
education and raise concerns with the senior managers
and governors of their school.”2
2

http://www.schoolcouncilswales.org.uk/en/fe/page_at.asp?
n1=30&n2=31&n3=69 (16.6.09)
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Why be interested in pupil councils?
Pupil councils have become the most popular formal
mechanism in the UK for children and young people’s
participation in school-wide decision-making.
Participation by students in schools is now on policy
and practice agendas and the value of children and
young people’s voices is recognised in major education
reforms. In part, this reflects a growing understanding
and acceptance of Article 12 of the UN Convention of
the Rights of the Child across the UK.3
All publicly funded primary, secondary and special
schools in Wales should have pupil councils, as they are
required by law (School Councils (Wales) Regulations
2005). Research in England suggests that over 90% of
schools now have councils (Whitty and Wisby 2007).
In Scotland, the Standards in Scotland’s Schools Act
2000 requires education authorities to have regard to a
pupil’s views in decisions that significantly affect that
pupil in relation to his or her school education.
Scotland’s Curriculum for Excellence, introduced in
2009, gives this direction of travel even greater
emphasis. The Curriculum for Excellence is intended
to result in each child or young person becoming: “a
successful learner, a confident individual, a responsible
citizen and an effective contributor”. Pupil councils are
seen as one key mechanism for promoting and
achieving all four of these goals (especially ‘responsible
citizenship’).

they perceive as tokenistic or lacking in power
(Alderson 2000; Borland et al. 2001; Cotmore 2003;
Cleaver et al. 2005; Wyness 2005). Similarly, the 2008
conclusions of the UN Committee on the Rights of the
Child criticise the UK for its lack of progress in fully
enshrining Article 12 (i.e. the right of all children to be
involved in decisions that affect their lives) in
education law and especially in schools’ behaviour and
common practices.
Research also finds that children and young people
overwhelmingly want to be involved in participative
decision-making in their schools (e.g. Alderson 2000;
Kilkelly et al. 2004; Pedder and McIntyre 2006).
Positive case studies of pupil councils have been
documented, from pupil and teacher perspectives (e.g.
Learning and Teaching Scotland
(www.ltscotland.org.uk/citizenship/about/participation
/index.asp); HMIE 2006; Whitty and Wisby 2007).
Alderson (2000) points out that when pupils saw their
pupil council as tokenistic, it had a greater impact in
generating pupil disaffection than having no council at
all. If pupil councils continue as the most common,
formal participation mechanism in schools, then they
must be as effective as possible, from the viewpoints of
all concerned – children and young people, school staff
members, parents and key policymakers/opinion
leaders.

In the UK, the widespread hope is that pupil councils
can and will be vital ‘laboratories of democracy’. Yet,
children and young people’s participation in schools, in
general - and pupil councils, in particular - has been
subject to considerable criticism. Most research shows
pupils to be dissatisfied by their overall involvement in
decision-making and particularly by pupil councils that
3

In non-technical language, Article 12 of the UNCRC
states that the child has the right to express his or her
opinion freely and to have that opinion taken into account
in any matter or procedure affecting the child.
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How did HASAS learn about pupil councils
nationwide?
1. Survey of all 32 Scottish local authorities (i.e.
headquarter’s advisor for pupil councils or equivalent)
and analysis of each local authority’s policies on pupil
councils;
2. School survey, with separate questionnaires posted
to adult advisors/headteachers and to pupil councils at
each and every special, independent and secondary
school, as well as hundreds of diverse primary schools
throughout Scotland;
3. Case studies of six illustrative schools, involving:
focus groups with pupil council members at the start
and end of the academic year; a survey of pupil council
members; staff interviews; and documentary
analysis; and
4. Further research in two of these six schools,
involving: observation of pupil council meetings
throughout the year; and, a survey of students who are
not pupil council members
A National Advisory Group greatly assisted the Having
a Say at School project. The group included pupil
council members (from primary and secondary
schools), teachers, national and local policy makers,
researchers, and other experts. Although it did not
meet often as a group, there were numerous helpful
interactions with individual members during these
years.
The HASAS project team also assisted the Scottish
Consumer Council (Tisdall et al. 2007) in conducting
a representative survey of secondary school pupils, on
pupil councils. The SCC results were also compared
with the earlier findings of a similar survey, undertaken
by Scotland’s Commissioner for Children and Young
People in 2005.

How did HASAS learn about the adult
advisors?

Relevant information was drawn from all our data
sources, including the local authority survey and the
school survey, which included the views of thousands
of respondents. More detailed data and quotations are
from the case studies conducted with six schools in the
school years 2007-09. This involved:
• Questionnaire responses from 73 members of
pupil councils;
• Focus groups conducted with these members at
the start of the school year and again at the end
(two groups were conducted in one of the
secondary schools, where there is both a junior
and a senior pupil council); and,
• Interviews with eight adult advisors working
within the six schools.
Additional data from two of the case study schools are:
• Observational data from pupil council meetings
throughout the school year (seven in the
primary school and five in the secondary); and,
• Questionnaire responses from 140 students
who were not members of pupil councils at the
following levels: Primary 4 (8-9 year-olds),
Primary 7 (11-12 year-olds), Secondary 2 (1314 year-olds) and Secondary 4 (15-16 yearolds).

What was learned about the adult advisors to
pupil councils?
Who are the adult advisors?
According to the school survey, most schools in
Scotland (68%) have one staff member working with
the pupil council. Headteachers are the most likely
adult to support the pupil council regularly (39%
attend all/most pupil council meetings), followed by an
individual teacher (24%) or the deputy headteacher
(20%).
Headteachers are less likely to be involved, and deputy
headteachers more likely to be involved, in secondary
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and special schools than in primary schools. Individual
teachers are more likely to be the adult advisor pupil in
special schools and in schools serving areas of high
deprivation. Youth workers or community education
workers are involved with pupil councils in 5% of
schools. In the case study schools, all the advisors are
senior teaching staff members (two being
headteachers). All but one adult advisor are members of
their school’s senior management team. All have wider
responsibilities within school.

Why do advisors play this role?

Adult advisors come to this role for a variety of reasons.
They may be assigned to it because of their senior
position or remit. They may have volunteered, due to
an interest in pupil participation in general and pupil
councils in particular. Some responses suggest a ‘falling
into’ the role. For example:
The pupil council was originally run by another
teacher in the school who went off on maternity
leave. When I got my promotion, it was suggested
that it might be quite good for that to become part
of my remit [because of] interest on my part and
also because of my role in working with all the
kids. It would make it easier for the pupils to
work with me because they were all familiar with
me, rather than a class teacher who was specific to
one class and maybe couldn’t give it the time that
it needed.
(Adult advisor, special school)

The school survey showed that pupil councils appear
well-connected with other school decision-makers:
school staff report meetings and/or correspondence
with the headteacher (75%), the senior management
team (39%) or the school board/parent council4
(27%). In the one case study school where the advisor
is not a member of the senior management team, she
reports having close links with the headteacher and also
with other staff members who attend pupil council
meetings to consult with the members.

It just came about I think because I was the only
one that was willing to do it. I was in charge of
citizenship at one point.
(Adult advisor, secondary school)

The school survey found headteacher support to be an
important predictor of the pupil councils’ effectiveness.
The adult advisors in the case study schools describe
headteacher support in the following ways:
• allowing the pupil council to meet during class
times;
• the headteacher receiving minutes; and
• the headteacher occasionally attending pupil
council meetings.
Within one case study school, the minutes of pupil
council meetings are discussed at senior management
team meetings. The adult advisor brings issues from
these management meetings back to the pupil council
and the headteacher regularly meets with pupil council
delegations to discuss particular issues.
4

Parent councils were being developed across Scotland (as a
replacement for school boards) as the survey was taking
place. This was required by the Scottish School (Parental
Involvement) Act 2006.

It’s part of my job remit, I suppose that’s the main
reason. It’s an area I was interested in anyway.
But, it’s part of the wider pastoral care part of my
job because I've got a lot to do with playground
issues and buddies and sports leaders and that
comes into that part of the category.
(Adult advisor, primary school)
Two of the adult advisors in the case study schools have
responsibilities that they see as compatible to working
with the pupil council: pupil consultation, equal
opportunities and/or pastoral care. All but one of the
adult advisors has some experience in pupil
participation and citizenship, and they wish to promote
these matters in their school. None of the advisors have
received any training in relation to their role for the
pupil council. The school survey reveals that most
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(80%) staff members working with pupil councils
across Scotland receive no additional or special training
for this work.
One of the two headteachers who take an active role in
running the pupil council in their school explains the
reasons for her involvement:
I think for meetings to be quality meetings, they
need to take place during class times and all my
teachers are class committed... If somebody came
to me and said 'Oh, I'm really interested in
working with the pupil council' we'd look at
involving them. But, we'd probably have to do it
at play and lunch time, which probably isn’t
really the best thing for children or adults to be
giving up lunch times and play times for sitting
on a group.
(Headteacher/Adult advisor, primary school)
The other headteacher who attends the pupil councils
meetings points out the benefits of his involvement in
terms of being able to deal with issues as they arise,
provide explanations and make decisions on the spot:

How do adult advisors perceive their role?
Most adult advisors see their primary role as
organisational (e.g. ensuring there are agendas and
minutes available beforehand) and to aid discussion at
pupil council meetings. For example:
Organisation, facilitating probably more than
anything. I tend to be the person that makes sure
that the minutes are typed up; says when the
meetings are; sort of facilitating the meetings
actually happening. [I can] prompt if needed, the
chair or direct the conversation if necessary. It’s
very much an observational role during the
meetings.
(Adult advisor, secondary school)
For some advisors, the ideal is for the pupil council to
take control, but in reality they find themselves
intervening more extensively. This is found in both
primary and secondary schools, as illustrated by these
quotations:

I’ve attended virtually every single one [pupil
council meeting]. I think it’s important that we
can react immediately to the opinions that are
being expressed, and for me to sit there to answer
the questions that come up and clear up issues
because we can often clear up issues very quickly...
The other teachers could do some explaining, but
I think they [the members of the pupil council] see
that I place a great deal of value on that kind of
forum and therefore I think they place value on
it… Being a small school, I am pretty closely in
touch with them [pupil councillors] on a regular
basis… and I talk to them about various issues.
But I think, even so, it’s important that there is a
structure there where people can put their ideas
forward and get answers to them immediately and most of them I can give answers to
immediately.
(Headteacher/Adult advisor, secondary school)
© 2010 Children in Scotland and University of Edinburgh

[I should serve] just as a facilitator for them, but
it ends up with me doing more work than I really
ought to. Ideally, I should just be telling them
which ways they can access information and
suggesting ways that they could write to and who
they could write to if they're trying to get
something changed. So, it’s just standing back
from it and saying well it’s your council.
(Adult advisor, secondary school)
It’s really the voice of the pupils. I think it would
be better if the pupil council could run itself, by
and large, but they're still primary school children
and they find it quite difficult to keep order
sometimes and get off the track. I do try and sit
back and let it run. But sometimes, you find you
have to make sure everyone's listening at the right
time because it’s a large group for the office
bearers to control and keep order. I'd answer
questions if they were put forward… I tend to
take minutes, as well as the pupil secretary, just to
Page 6

check that we kind of agree. But, by and large,
she's very good; the girl who does it.
(Adult advisor, primary school)

asked to help by council members. However, they
simultaneously express ambivalence about the
actual capacity of pupil councillors and feel
reluctant to largely ‘leave them to get on with it’.
Accordingly, this group of adult advisors view
pupils as potentially competent but, in practice,
they often feel the need to control (albeit
reluctantly) what happens within the pupil council.

Two headteachers, who are acting as adult advisors to
their pupil councils, emphasise their role in enabling
things to happen:
… I am there to try and take some of the ideas
forward that they come up with - and try and
facilitate those ideas with the help of some of the
pupils themselves … And, I can go straight to
whoever the member of staff is … I can facilitate
those sorts of things.
(Headteacher/Adult advisor, secondary school)
I make it [the pupil council] more effective
because I'm the headteacher and I can say 'that
can work' and ‘Right, I'm gonna phone the clerk
of works and I'm gonna get him out to change
those locks’.
(Headteacher/Adult advisor, Primary School)

How do adult advisors perceive pupil council
members?

3. Pupils are seen as incompetent and not able to run
their council. These advisors hold negative views
about individual members of the pupil council and
also about the way the council is run. They focus
on the personalities of the pupil council members
and make negative comparisons with what
happened in pupil councils in previous years. This
tends to result in either of two extremes: adult
advisors who dominate the pupil council or who
disengage and become very passive in relation to
the pupil council.

How do pupil council members perceive adult
advisors?

According to the HASAS survey of pupil council
members, the most common function of adult advisors
The HASAS data indicate that the adult advisors’
is ‘to keep control (order)’, rather than ‘to give their
approach depends largely upon how they perceive pupil
viewpoints’ or ‘to report back to other staff’. In the
council members’ overall competency and ability to
context of special schools, students indicate that the
run their council. Such perceptions can be grouped
main reason for having an adult at the meetings is to
into three types:
‘help some of the pupils’. In addition to having an
adult advisor supporting the pupil council as a whole,
1. Pupils are seen as competent; and thus, advisors
some pupils with disabilities (at mainstream and special
provide support to enhance pupil council members’
schools) also have adults assisting them as individuals
effectiveness. These advisors believe in the pupils’
to effectively participate.
abilities to run the pupil council themselves,
regardless of their age, disability or other
Focus groups with pupil council members reveal a
demographic characteristics. They tend to support,
range of tasks that the adult advisor undertakes that are
rather than steer.
very similar. Here are some illustrative comments:
2. Contradictory views of pupils’ competency and
abilities. These advisors claim that they want the
pupils to ‘own’ the pupil council; and that advisors
should simply listen to pupils’ views and act when
© 2010 Children in Scotland and University of Edinburgh

•
•
•

Sets up all the meetings
Asks all the questions and gives ideas
Takes ideas and makes up the pupil council task
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•
•

sheet (for the pupil council members to undertake)
Makes decisions because she’s the headteacher
Types on the computer when decisions have been
made; then she gives us [the members of the pupil
council] the printouts to take to our classes
(Pupil council, primary school)

he’s meant to speak to [the headteacher] but it
takes so long. I’ve already asked him like, three
times a week for say four weeks if something’s
happening.
… We can’t know when a thing is getting done.
We can hope it’s getting done. We said to [the
adult advisor], ‘we can’t see it working in motion,
so we can’t see if it is stopped by [the adult
advisor] or if he forgot to pass it on or if it goes to
the [headteacher]’. He goes ‘no’ or if it gets all the
way to [the decision-makers], we have no idea …
The advisor just says nothing or ‘I’m still waiting.’
I’ve done that week in, week out, still waiting,
still waiting.
Girl 4: That’s why we said that we thought
maybe you know we need somebody who is going
to focus more on it [the pupil council].
(Pupil council, secondary school)

Girl 2: He [the headteacher] makes notes
Boy 1: Basically just chairs; he looks at things that
are brought up
Girl 4: Does she [adult advisor] not organise, like,
everything, like what’s happening?
Boy 5: When the next meeting is
Boy 1: Yeah (a few nod in agreement)
Boy 2: She keeps law and order within the
meetings
Girl 5: It’s quite good [having the
headteacher/adult advisor in pupil council
meetings] ‘cause he tells us what the teachers think
Boy 3: And gets things done
(Pupil council, secondary school)
According to pupil council members, the role of the
adult advisor is primarily an organisational one:
facilitating meetings, guiding and contributing to the
agenda, solving problems, and carrying out pupils’
requests and wishes (when possible). Advisors are also
viewed as information conduits between staff and
pupils.
In the one case study school, the adult advisor does not
usually attend the pupil council meetings. The role as a
conduit remains, but it does not function well. This
causes considerable dissatisfaction among some pupil
council members, as exemplified by the following
comment:
Girl 5: He is meant to come to our meetings, but
he has a class at the same time. We discuss things
and we either Minute it or speak to him. I’ve had
meetings with him and he writes them down and

The HASAS data indicate pupil council members’
views about their adult advisors parallel the advisors’
views on councillors’ competency and abilities to run a
pupil council. There are pupil council members who
view their advisor as:
1. Part of the pupil council rather than leading or
dominating it. These members report getting on
well with the adult advisor whom they see as
caring, respectful, supportive and efficient. Many
members are very positive about their adult advisor
- viewing this person as ‘the best’.
2. An adult who listens to the views of pupil council
members and tries to help them get the best
outcomes for the council and the student body.
They essentially function as an intermediary with
other adult decision-makers.
3. Not being the right person to support the pupil
council. This can be because councillors perceive
the adult advisor as taking over the council and
leaving pupil councillors with little time and space
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to function effectively themselves. Alternatively,
this negative views stems from the pupil
councillors’ judgement that their adult advisor
simply does not devote enough time or effort to
assist the pupil council (even if they like or respect
that adult in general).
Among the case study schools, there is one exception to
this match between pupil council members’ and adult
advisors’ views. In this school, the adult advisor states
that current pupil council members lack experience in
running the council and, compared to the previous
year, it is not well run. She views the members fairly
negatively as being ‘too frightened’ to take on some of
the pupil council responsibilities, unlike the previous
year’s council. However, the pupil council members
feel they have a good relationship with this advisor.

Conclusions and recommendations
The pivotal role of the adult advisor for pupil councils
is noted in other studies (e.g. Maithes and Deuchar
2006). Adult advisors take on their role for two
deliberate reasons – that they have an interest in pupil
participation and/or it fits within their school remit –
but they also may ‘fall into it’.
Supporting the pupil council, then, becomes yet
another task in an already very busy day, rather than
something rewarded in terms of career advancement.
Most adult advisors rarely receive specific training for
this role - and studies show lack of training can hamper
advisors’ effectiveness (Davies et al. 2006; Whitty and
Wisby 2007; Cross et al. 2009). If pupil councils are to

Should pupil council meetings operate without the
presence of an adult advisor?

This was a question raised only in the case study
schools. Approximately two-thirds of all these pupil
council members say it is important to have an adult
present at pupil council meetings; a view expressed by
an even higher proportion of primary school pupil
councillors. Boys are more likely than girls to view
adult presence as necessary, as are those pupil council
members who have a disability. [It should be noted
that most of the pupils on the special school’s council
are boys.]
The case study school where an adult advisor does not
usually attend pupil council meetings illuminates
advantages and disadvantages of such attendance. For
some of the pupil council members, not having an
adult advisor at meetings is good because it enables
them to be more open and relaxed. But, without the
presence of an adult advisor, whatever the councils
decides is perceived as having a harder time being
effectively communicated and acted upon by adult
decision-makers.

be the predominant formal participation mechanism
for schools, then both preparing and rewarding those
staff members who act as advisors could bolster the
pupil council’s success.
Having one main adult advisor (or sometimes two,
when the headteacher also attends) for the pupil
council is so normalised that no respondent
commented on this practice (Wyness 2009). Yet,
research shows the importance of broader teacher
support for pupil councils to be valued and effective
(Yamashita and Davies 2009), and this is backed by
evidence from the HASAS school survey.
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The absence of an adult advisor – a relatively rare phenomenon - gives the pupil council a great deal of
control over how it functions. However, the pupil
council members themselves observe (and it is backed
by other evidence) distant contact translates into very
little power to make decisions or to interact with the
actual school governance structures.
By contrast, when the headteacher also is the pupil
council’s adult advisor, a different set of tradeoffs
emerges. On the one hand, there is no delay or
disconnect between councillors and decision-makers in
understanding what proposals will (and will not) be
acted upon favourably or getting an explanation of the
reasons why. On the other hand, pupil councillors
know that they are likely to get only one try to move a
proposal forward, as there is not usually any appeal
mechanism when the headteacher says “no”.
Interestingly, being both headteacher and the adult
advisor does not automatically determine the nature of
the relationship with the pupil council. That is more a
matter of roles and personalities than job titles. Some
headteachers were perceived as being supportive and
encouraging of meaningful pupil participation, whilst
others were seen by students as being too controlling.
Pupil council members view the adult advisor as having
key roles in relation to maintaining order, helping
councillors focus on issues, and passing on information
to other staff. Adult advisors similarly see their roles as
organisational and facilitative. A tension is evident for
certain advisors, who espouse the ideal of giving
control to the pupil council itself, but feel that they
must do more to lead and maintain the council than
they say should be the case.
How the adult advisors perceive children and young
people, in general and the actual pupil councillors, in
particular, impacts how adult advisors approach the
pupil council and play their role within it. Their
perceptions of their role - and thus, their behaviour -

appear to be guided primarily by how they view overall
pupil competence and how capable they believe these
specific individuals will be as pupil councillors. Such
perceptions are not reliant on the pupils’ age or
disability (i.e. they are found distributed across primary
and secondary schools, and pupil councils with and
without pupils with learning difficulties). Rather, they
seem to relate to more fundamental ideas about
children and childhood: i.e. ‘traditional’ views that see
children as dependent, passive and incompetent
compared to more recent ideas of children as having
agency and being active and competent (Hill and
Tisdall 1997; Davies et al. 2006).
This is similar to findings in Wales (ESTYN 2008),
where most pupil council meetings are not fully
chaired nor administered by pupils. When teachers
take more control, ESTYN attributes this to teachers’
perceptions that pupils lack the skills, confidence or
maturity to take on such leadership roles.
The success (or lack thereof) of pupil councils seems to
be highly individualised, in two senses. First, the
HASAS data show that pupil councils are heavily
reliant on: the adult advisors’ approach to, and ability
in carrying out, this role; that advisors’ power within
that school’s decision-making process; and how the
advisors perceive the council and its members. When
one adult advisor leaves and another takes on the role, it
can mean a substantial change (positive or negative) in
how well the pupil council functions. Second, when pupil
councils are perceived as not functioning well, adult
advisors tend to individualise the problem – i.e. to state
that individual pupil council members are not
functioning well.
Rather than focusing on individuals, the HASAS
findings suggest there may be structural answers. The
individualisation of adult advisors – the difference that
this one adult can make - suggests that most pupil
councils are not structurally embedded in school
governance nor is facilitating collective pupil
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participation a key expectation of (senior) teachers.
School staff members indicate that they are neither
explicitly prepared to assume this responsibility nor
rewarded financially or professionally for their
performance as adult advisors.
Consequently, the success of pupil councils seems
overly reliant on enthusiastic individuals, who may well
move on from this role in this school. Where pupil
councils are seen as not succeeding, this is attributed to
individual failures, rather than structural problems with
the model of pupil councils being used; ways and
means of assisting them to be well-prepared, effective
and important within the life of schools, and/or the
way pupil councils actually operate. For example,
HASAS discovered that comparisons between a past
successful council and a less successful current one (or
vice versa) generally attribute the difference to
individuals. They are not attributed, for example, to
the amount of training of pupil council members
and/or staff, the level of time/support accorded to
them, or the extent of the ‘handover’/transition process
between one council and the next.
One final striking HASAS finding is the lack of
attention paid – or at least, explicitly stated – by adult
advisors in terms of playing an overtly educational role
with pupil councillors or a serious developmental role
with pupil councils. Virtually nothing was said by the
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